STEPS TO LEADER QUALIFICATION,
HIKING AND BACKPACKING
WORCESTER CHAPTER OF THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB

• GET INTO TRIPS WITH THE AMC: HIKE, BIKE, PADDLE, SKI, CLIMB
  o BUILD YOUR AMC RESUME

• COMPLETE THE LEADERSHIP APPLICATION
  o SEND IT TO Wendy Dziemian Leadership@amcworcester.org
  o Send it to the Activity Chairperson

• COMPLETE THE AMC’s LEADERSHIP TRAINING*

• COMPLETE WILDERNESS FIRST AID (if required)*

• PARTICIPATE IN 2 ‘MENTORED’ EVALUATION TRIPS

• RECEIVE YOUR AMC ‘Badge’.

• COMMIT TO LEADING 2 TRIPS OVER THE NEXT 24 MONTHS

• EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS THRU COURSES AND ADVENTURES.

• ATTEND MOUNTAIN LEADERSHIP SCHOOL (MLS).*

• EXPAND YOUR QUALIFICATIONS TO OTHER CATEGORIES

• BECOME A MASTER LEADER

At any time, contact me, Wendy Dziemian, or your activity chairperson.

• * Scholarship or reimbursement may be available for qualified leaders